his past November, Georgia Law played host to a professionalism conference that brought important legal and media experts from across the country together to explore the merits of publicity surrounding courtroom proceedings.

During the daylong conference, judges, lawyers and members of the news media debated the professional and moral consequences of discussing legal cases with the media.

Conference keynote speaker Geoffrey C. Hazard Jr., Trustee Professor at the University of Pennsylvania School of Law, kicked off the day by stating that a judicial proceeding is both a visible and political event. “It is important that the political nature of a judicial proceeding be appreciated for its [role] in the maintenance of our [country’s] legal order.”

Attendees’ opinions varied, with some citing the relationship between lawyers and the press as vital to winning cases and others believing media exposure to be extremely harmful.

The issue of courtroom publicity has recently been brought even more into the limelight, with media exposure playing a key role in some of last year’s biggest cases and legal controversies such as those involving Michael Jackson, former Atlanta Mayor Bill Campbell and “runaway bride” Jennifer Hazard Jr., DeKalb County Superior Court senior judge, advised judges to “almost never” talk with the media; and, if a judge does decide to speak with the press, to do so in writing.

Panelists also spoke on the differing relationships defense and prosecution teams have with reporters.

Atlanta criminal defense lawyer Bruce S. Harvey (J.D. ’77) argued federal prosecutors have an obvious advantage of “tainting” a defendant by utilizing the publicity regarding the release of an indictment.

He said his defense of clients was also hampered by the rules of the Northern District of Georgia, which ban him from publicly discussing a pending case.

“The U.S. attorney is very good at returning a ‘speaking indictment,’” which may include pages and pages of detail about the alleged crimes distributed to the media by a public information officer, he added.

“How about just leveling the playing field … to remove the taint of an already tainted situation?”

However, First Assistant U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of Georgia Sally Q. Yates (J.D. ’86) disagreed with Harvey’s comments. “The rules apply both to the defense and the government,” she said, “but the reality is very different. Defense attorneys talking about the credibility of a witness is squarely against the rule, but it happens almost every day,” she continued.

Yates said usually defense attorneys are treated more leniently than prosecutors if defense teams publicly comment on a case against their clients or the credibility of the witnesses against them.

She said speaking with the media can have a “dramatic impact” during a trial, and that it is “virtually impossible for [juries] not to know about media coverage. Subliminally, I think it can even affect judges.”

Harvey addressed Yates’ remarks, insisting there are, in fact, ethical ways for defense attorneys to publicly discuss their cases. “We can respond based upon what’s in the public record,” he said. “You can, within the [legal] code of ethics, reply to pretrial publicity to give your side of the case.” If prosecutors can file lengthy, highly detailed indictments, “why can’t we file an answer giving specific responses?”

Although Harvey said it could be regard-
ed as “ineffective assistance of counsel not to respond to the media,” gag orders limiting media contact in criminal cases are not only appropriate, but also desirable.

While U.S. courtrooms, in practice, are not closed to the media, there is no constitutional right to have cameras present. “If there was a right to have cameras in the courtroom,” Harvey said, “we’d have one in every federal courtroom in America.”

Luncheon presenter Adam Liptak, The New York Times national legal correspondent and former senior counsel, put the whole media issue in a different light when he said, “It is not really your choice whether you take your case to the court of public opinion. We’re already here. … It doesn’t matter whether you choose to participate or not.”

Liptak also expressed dismay at the repetitive warnings from many of the panelists about talking to members of the press. “Why you wouldn’t want the people writing about your case to understand it is beyond me,” he commented, adding that reporters “are much more likely to give someone a full, fair shake if they talk to you.”

Counsel to The Atlanta Journal-Constitution and WSB-TV in Atlanta who practices with Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Peter C. Canfield agreed with Liptak’s recommendation that speaking with the media can be beneficial to attorneys and judges, stating that having cameras present “tend[s] to improve the decorum in the courtroom. … People tend to behave better than they would otherwise.”

Linda K. DiSantis, Atlanta city attorney, shared her opinions on the topic, citing the importance of “a media/PR strategy” when dealing with the media. “When bad things happen, it’s important we have a message out there about what we’ve been doing to improve things,” she said, also advising how “absolutely essential” it is that the message be crafted by a lawyer.

Larry D. Thompson, general counsel of PepsiCo, former U.S. deputy attorney general and former Georgia Law professor, agreed with DiSantis. In situations when the press is present, it is vital that there is a prepared response – “the ‘no comment’ is just deadly,” he said.

Although conference panelists’ opinions fell across the board, perhaps all can agree on one thing: whether the media is seen as helping or harming litigation, its impact and influence in the legal field cannot be ignored.
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